
Curiouser & Curiouser...
Some magical Social Media insights into 

the wonderland of interiors



The events of 2020 have left us feeling as though we’ve been peeping through the looking 
glass, where all is not quite how it seems.

However, for interiors, a light has appeared at the end of the tunnel and the industry has seen a 
fortunate uplift.

People are now truly turning their houses into 
homes. The following document outlines some 
key insights and how to’s to help you capitalise on 

this moment.
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“Social media usage surged like 
never before”

After months of disappointing earnings 
reports, Wayfair informed investors that 
revenues from the end of March had 
doubled compared with the start of the 
month. Their shares jumped by 40%!

Sources : Business of Home 

https://businessofhome.com/articles/wayfair-was-struggling-then-came-the-virus
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“A Digital Boom in Crisis”

Etsy CEO Josh Silverman declared the 
company’s online sales spiked by 79% in 
April.

As consumers spend more time at home, 
household furnishing sales grew by 125%.

Sellers on the platform sold over $2 billion 
worth of home decor and furnishing in the 
last 12 months.

Sources: CNBC

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/07/etsy-ceo-says-sales-jumped-79percent-in-april-likens-it-to-cyber-monday.html
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“Future Improvements” 

Research shows 42% of people are 
have invested more in their homes 
as their day-to-day spending has decreased.

Furthermore, 75% are planning future 
improvements over the next year.

Another 42% said they prefer to search 
online for inspiration and information more 
now than they did a year ago.

  
Sources: Retail Times

https://www.retailtimes.co.uk/promising-year-ahead-for-home-interiors-retailers-but-consumers-more-selective-about-where-they-buy-research-shows/


The impact of COVID on the digital landscape has been quite 
significant. This is where we come in.. .

“. . .everything would be nonsense. Nothing 
would be what it is, because everything 

would be what it isn’t. And contrary 
wise, what is, it wouldn't be. And what it 

wouldn't be, it would. You see?”



What the Interiors experts say...
Paint me, Fix me,Update me. 
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Across the world we have seen a dominance of individuals 
embracing a new lifestyle, and shifting their consumer 
behaviours, to focus on their health and wellbeing. 

On-demand fitness sessions have seen a vast surge in 
popularity by 30%. Sales in bike brands have jumped by 
nearly 66%, and there has been more than a 50% increase 
in demand for vital protein products, including powders, 
shots, capsules and protein bars. 

The post-COVID client will be more attuned 
to flaws in their homes after spending such 
a long time locked up in them. Suddenly 
the little annoyances they’ve overlooked for 
years will become big things that must be 
fixed now—and they’ll be willing to pay a 
premium to have it done right.
 

- Tiffany Jow, Architectural Digest
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Across the world we have seen a dominance of individuals 
embracing a new lifestyle, and shifting their consumer 
behaviours, to focus on their health and wellbeing. 

On-demand fitness sessions have seen a vast surge in 
popularity by 30%. Sales in bike brands have jumped by 
nearly 66%, and there has been more than a 50% increase 
in demand for vital protein products, including powders, 
shots, capsules and protein bars. 

Our living spaces greatly influence our 
physical health – as well as our emotional 
state of mind, especially now during this 
time. 

It will continue to be important, if not 
more so, to create environments that 
stimulate our senses in a good way, improve 
relaxation, and have health and wellness 
benefits to the people using them.

- Bobby Berk, Queer Eye
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Across the world we have seen a dominance of individuals 
embracing a new lifestyle, and shifting their consumer 
behaviours, to focus on their health and wellbeing. 

On-demand fitness sessions have seen a vast surge in 
popularity by 30%. Sales in bike brands have jumped by 
nearly 66%, and there has been more than a 50% increase 
in demand for vital protein products, including powders, 
shots, capsules and protein bars. 

Reflecting on the SME landscape; now more 
than ever, skills and adoption are crucial as 
we embrace this transformation. I’m no 
expert myself however since March I’ve 
worked hard to learn and improve my own 
digital literacy. It’s time to reinvent 
yourself and make digital a top priority in 
your own business or professionals lives.

- Kelly Hoppen MBE
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Across the world we have seen a dominance of individuals 
embracing a new lifestyle, and shifting their consumer 
behaviours, to focus on their health and wellbeing. 

On-demand fitness sessions have seen a vast surge in 
popularity by 30%. Sales in bike brands have jumped by 
nearly 66%, and there has been more than a 50% increase 
in demand for vital protein products, including powders, 
shots, capsules and protein bars. 

Throughout difficult times, people can 
experience the beautiful through Interior 
decorating as a way to create sanctuary; a safe 
space which has never been more important 
than now.

Over lockdown, we’ve seen a wide community 
come together on our platforms. It’s been a 
joy to watch followers express their 
individuality through their homes and engage 
in a more daring and personal way.

- Amber Stubbings, Style Library
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We are proud to work with some of the 
most acclaimed brands in the interiors 

business.

LABELS - individually name style library, topps tiles, 
- Alice - turn into red pngs, lay them out small on 

this slide

Here’s what we’ve seen at Truffle with our Interior clients...
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How did we do that?

We provided influencer campaign recommendations that 
would inspire people to freshen up their homes and make their 
new #WFH spaces more beautiful - environments where 
productivity could now blossom.

This resulted in an increase in User Generated Content, which 
subsequently increased our reach by 50%

We pivoted our content strategy and tripled our output on 
Instagram Stories to accommodate the shift in browsing habits. 
Where audiences previously spent more time scrolling their 
feeds, they were now tapping through Stories, bringing them 
real-time ‘moments’ in a time of isolation.

YES MORE - change the layout to Tom’s deck

FLICK AND MEDYA - reword these so they sound much better

MEDYA - Script for giselle to film herself, write out 3 questions, and 
plan bullet points for giselle to include

Screen shot of giselle - heres a short interview with giselle - our 
social expert (social nerd)

Giselle - film herself explaining this with bronte - 
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We pivoted our engagement strategy with all 
followers, whilst ensuring the interactions shared 
online were only from those directly relevant to 
the brand.

We recognised an increase in organic 
engagement so we decided to quickly shift our 
paid social budget to really push the interior 
focused posts. We also made our targeting even 
more detailed, to get our ads into the hands of 
those purchasing homeware. 

YES MORE - change the layout to Tom’s deck

FLICK AND MEDYA - reword these so they sound much better

MEDYA - Script for giselle to film herself, write out 3 questions, and 
plan bullet points for giselle to include

Screen shot of giselle - heres a short interview with giselle - our 
social expert (social nerd)

Giselle - film herself explaining this with bronte - 

Click here to see how our 
team managed it...

https://www.instagram.com/p/CER3xS1gOED/


Your digital ads will become your business card, your social media 
channels will become your showroom and your website will become 

your store.

- Ellie Hernaman, CEO of Truffle Social

“

”
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1
Getting ahead of 
post-lockdown 

culture
Target the 87% of 

individuals who have 
increased their media 

consumption and 
grown accustomed to 
online convenience. 

2
Don’t just post, 

engage
While it’s important 
to ensure that what 
you broadcast is on 

point, it’s just as 
important to engage.

3
#Trend 

Content should always 
be current, it’s 

important to be 
creating around what’s 
happening in the real 

world. If there’s an 
interiors trend going 
viral then let’s talk 

about it.

Six how to’s to amplify your social
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4
Listen up!

Social listening. 
Listening to your 
followers and the 

people engaging with 
you is key. Your 

audience will always 
influence your next 

social move! 

5
Brand partners
Build a strategy to 

leverage existing and 
target brand partners. 
Devise a plan for these 

to be supported on 
your socials - 

Collaboration is key.

6
Previous and 

future 
campaigns

Absorb the data from 
previous campaigns, 
map social ad results 
against e-databases 
and plan ahead for 

future content.

Six how to’s to amplify your social
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Across the world we have seen a dominance of individuals 
embracing a new lifestyle, and shifting their consumer 
behaviours, to focus on their health and wellbeing. 

On-demand fitness sessions have seen a vast surge in 
popularity by 30%. Sales in bike brands have jumped by 
nearly 66%, and there has been more than a 50% increase 
in demand for vital protein products, including powders, 
shots, capsules and protein bars. 
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"It's no use going back to yesterday, because I was a different person then."

Now, more than ever, it’s important to 
socially grow your brand. 

Let’s embrace our interior opportunities 
and take advantage of the times.

s.



Don’t be shy, slide into our DMs.

                                                  Whilst consumers are thinking hard about their homes,

We elevate our interior brands and position them at the forefront of people’s minds.

 



info@truffle.social

Let’s talk.. .


